
FEATURE IMAGE (shown)

CONFIGURATION AK
5E LHF Power Recliner w/ RHF Wedg
7E RHF Wedge Arm Power Recliner
3E RHF Power Recliner

   

41413 TECHNO
The Techno collection features elegant lines and soft
curves. The chaise styling keeps your body completely
supported while in the fully recline position. The slim
silhouette makes the pieces in this collection perfect for
smaller spaces, while offering all the comforts of a full-
scale recliner. The simple shape and understated
elegance of the Techno collection will add a level of
charm to your space. Meanwhile, high-resiliency foam
seating provides comfort and support whether sitting or
reclining that lasts for years to come. Plush blown-fiber
back cushions complete the home theater seating
experience. Available in a multitude of configurations to
suit any space, you can set up as many rows as needed
to distinguish the lounging ambience for any occasion. As
if these features were not enough, the Techno is
compatible with a variety of accessories, all designed to
enhance functionality and keep up with the demands of a
highly functional space.

FEATURES
Cover: All Palliser Fabrics, All Palliser Leathers
Mechanism Activation: All armless manual pieces
recline with D-pull activation handle, discreetly hidden
between the arm and seat cushion., All armless power
pieces recline with a discreet touch control button
switch, located between the arm and the seat cushion.,
Power recline with a touch button switch, located on
the LED cupholder when the LED option is selected,
Manual recline with pull latch, finished in an attractive
gunmetal gray, Power recline with a two button power
toggle switch
Features: Single top stitching for a clean and tailored
finish (on leather and select fabrics), Hidden plastic
glides integrated into the base
Frame Construction: The majority of Palliser frames are
constructed from engineered wood products, hardwood
or softwood; joints are pinned and glued for uniformity
and strength.
Cushions: Semi-attached back cushions feature a fibre
filling, blown into channels to prevent shifting and
provide pillow-soft comfort, Full, chaise-style seat
cushions feature a high-resiliency, high density foam
core with a polyester wrap
Suspension: Back suspension features sinuous springs

Visit all available options at PALLISER.COM
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A. Seat Depth: 22.0 in / 55.8 cm B. Seat Height: 20.5 in / 52.0 cm
C. Arm Height: 25.5 in / 64.7 cm D. Arm Depth: 34.0 in / 86.3 cm
E. Seat Back Height: 27.0 in / 68.5 cm F. Width of Arm: N/A
G. Reclined Depth: 68.5 in / 174.0 cm H. Headrest Extension: N/A

1R Recliner Manual
1E Recliner Power
34 x 39 x 43"
87 x 100 x 110cm
IA: 23" / 59cm

2R LHF Manual Recliner
2E LHF Power Recliner
29 x 39 x 43"
73 x 100 x 110cm

3R RHF Manual Recliner
3E RHF Power Recliner
29 x 39 x 43"
73 x 100 x 110cm

4R Armless Loveseat
Manual Reclin
4E Armless Loveseat Power
46 x 39 x 43"
117 x 100 x 110cm

5R LHF Manual Recliner w/
RHF Wed
5E LHF Power Recliner w/
40 x 39 x 43"
102 x 100 x 110cm
IA: 23" / 59cm

6R RHF Manual Recliner w/
LHF Wed
6E RHF Power Recliner w/L
40 x 39 x 43"
102 x 100 x 110cm
IA: 23" / 59cm

7R RHF Wedge Arm Manual
Recliner
7E RHF Wedge Arm Power
Re
35 x 39 x 43"
89 x 100 x 110cm

8R Armless Manual Recliner
8E Armless Power Recliner
23 x 39 x 43"
59 x 100 x 110cm

9R LHF Wedge Arm Manual
Recliner
9E LHF Wedge Arm Power
Re
35 x 39 x 43"
89 x 100 x 110cm

Measurements displayed here represent the standard for this series. Some pieces may vary.

HA 2-Seat Straight HTS
68 x 62"

HB 2-Seat Curved HTS
68 x 70"

HC 3-Seat Straight HTS
90 x 68"

HD 3-Seat Curved HTS
102 x 73"

HE 4-Seat Straight HTS
119 x 68"

HG 4-Seat Curved HTS
135 x 76"

POPULAR CONFIGURATIONS
Note: Always assemble configurations from right hand facing to left hand facing. Dimensions are shown as width x depth.

Dimensions are the same for reverse direction where applicable.

Specifications are correct at time of printing and are subject to change
without notice.
LHF = left hand facing means the “end arm” is on the LEFT HAND SIDE
of the upholstered piece when you are standing in front of the piece.
RHF = right hand facing means the “end arm” is on the RIGHT HAND
SIDE of the upholstered piece when you are standing in front of the piece.
Actual measurements for each item may vary from what is shown here.
Please allow up to a +/- 1 inch difference.
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